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• January 19, 2023, 16:22 hours, C Robbins - Please reconsider the "best practice" of using
Fall enrollment from the previous year as the basis for evaluating and developing boundary
options. This methodology failed spectacularly when used for the boundary study that has
left Hampton Elementary School excessively overcrowded while attempting to alleviate
crowding at Pleasant Plains Elementary. For most capital improvement projects, future
growth is factored into the evaluation. If future growth (i.e. the numerous apartment
complexes that were UNDER CONSTRUCTION during the PP Boundary Study) had been
factored into the study, perhaps the end result would not be the disaster that we're currently
experiencing. I am surprised, given the failure of the last boundary study to accurately
account for school enrollment, that the same consulting firm has been selected to complete
the current study.

• January 30, 2023, 16:33 hours, J Horton- I live in Greenbrier community in Towson, and
for many years our neighborhood was divided, with students going to two separate
elementary and middle schools. Finally a few years ago, we were united to one elementary
school and now will hopefully have one middle school. This is amazing news for our
neighborhood and community! We would be grateful for the boundary study to support this
decision and the continuity for our kids from elementary school to high school. I fully
support this decision. Thank you for your consideration, Jen Horton

• January 31, 2023, 08:52 hours, F. Filomeno - I am writing in support of the proposal that
uses Goucher Boulevard as the dividing line between middle school districts. Children from
the neighborhoods of Fellowship Forest, Greenbrier, and Knollwood should not have to cross
such a busy road to get to school. Moreover, graduating from Dumbarton Middle to Towson
High would be a smooth transition for the children of the above neighborhoods and
conducive to community building among our youth and parents. Setting Goucher Blvd as the
dividing line would also make sense in terms of overcrowding problems (Dumbarton Middle
School has space for the children of the aforementioned neighborhoods and Loch Raven
Middle School could be used to help solve the overcrowding of Perry Hall).

• February 1, 2023, 20:33 hours, M. Mason - I am on board with the proposed change of the
Greenleigh community being switched to the new northeast middle.


